The current outbreaks of bovine spongiform encephalopathy, tuberculosis and other transmissible diseases in animals raise dilemmas not only of treatment but also of control; and it is illuminating to see how a troublesome outbreak of cattle plague was approached at the end of the eighteenth century by the Societe Royale de Medecine in France, whose journal, Histoire de la Socie'te' Royale de Medecine, avec les Memoires de Medecine et de Physique Medicale (Hist Mem SRM), as well as papers by its most remarkable member, Felix Vicq d'Azyr, can be read in the library of the Royal Society of Medicine.
The last years of the French Monarchy before the Revolution of 1789 were marked by conspicuous advances in ideas on public health. Their medical aspects centred on the Societe Royale de Medecinel'2, whose purpose, as set out in its journal3 and by its perpetual secretary Vicq d'Azyr4, was to study the effect of disease on the general wellbeing of society. Its remit on behalf of the government was to investigate epidemics and to advise on limiting the spread of infectious disease; its academic concern was a desire to bring the practice of medicine into contact with contemporary scientific thought. Its journal was to be modelled on that of the Academie Royale des Sciences, with an Histoire containing brief observations grouped by subject and Memoires consisting of substantial papers read at meetings and afterwards published at length5. (The 9 volumes for the years 1776-1788 were published from 1779 to 1790. The Society was dissolved by decree on 8 August 1793 by the revolutionary Legislative Assembly as being elitist, but a final volume, for 1789, was published in An VI, 1798.) Membership of the Society brought together practising physicians, members of the Academie Royale des Sciences, staff of the recently founded veterinary school at Alfort, and men of political influence6. Several members notably the physicians Thouret, Roussille de Chamseru, Tessier, and Halle; the veterinarian Huzard; and the Duc de Larochefoucauld-Liancourt-survived the Revolution to establish the Comite' de Vaccine which introduced Jennerian vaccination from England and virtually eliminated smallpox in France7.
In 1774, a violent outbreak of cattle plague in southern France had led the government to ask the Academie des Haven House, Granville Road, St Margaret's Bay, Dover CT15 6DR, UK Sciences to suggest a doctor and a physicist competent to advise on the nature of the disease and the measures that could be taken against it. The name of Vicq d'Azyr was alone put forward. Following his success8, he and the First Physician to the King drew up a plan for a commission of eight, later fourteen, members to collect by correspondence topographical data relating to seasonal weather, population, husbandry and available medical care, and also to advise on matters of policing and welfare. All aspects of life that might bear on disease were to be recorded, including diseases of crops9. Members could be sent to any part of France to investigate an outbreak of disease. The Membership of the Society grew from a group of 14, with 12 associate members, to four large classes: associe's ordinaires consisting of Paris doctors, whose number was fixed at 30; associe's libres consisting of men of political influence such as the Duc de Larochefoucauld-Liancourt and Necker, whose number was fixed at 12; associe's regnicoles of 60 members from the provinces; and the associe's dtrangers, also of 60 members. The latter included the British doctors Cullen, Fothergill and Heberden6.
The Discours sur sa Vie, written by Moreau de la Sarthe to introduce a posthumous collection of Vicq d'Azyr's papers10, is an account of his many activities during a short life (1748-97). His work at the Jardin du Roi (Jardin des Plantes) on physiological and developmental interpretation of the comparative anatomy of man, animals, fishes and birds provided the foundation for his guiding idea of the unity of organization of all living things, as he knew them, and earned him membership of the Academie des Sciences. His e'loges of deceased members of the Societe Royale de Medecine between 1776 and 179311, which as its perpetual secretary he was required to write, gained him general recognition among his contemporaries. Moreau also tells of his important part, with Huzard, in organizing the veterinary school of Alfort in the 1780s; of his emphasis on comparisons in human and veterinary medicine and pathological anatomy; and of his ideas on the teaching of medicine1 2, which included hospitals for infectious diseases and for smallpox inoculation (variolation). These ideas culminated in his Plan de Constitution pour la Me'decine en Francel 3, put before the Comite de Salubrite of the Constituent Assembly on 11 November 1790, on which the post-Revolutionary system of medical education introduced by Fourcroy in An X-An XI (1802-1803) was based.
The papers of Vicq d'Azyr which Moreau collected, mostly from the Memoires de l'Acade'mie des Sciences, the Me'moires de la Societe' Royale de Medecine and the Dictionnaire de Me'decine of the Encylope'die Me'thodique, are arranged according to his work as an anatomist; as a physician; and, on the basis of his eloges and advice on how such eJoges should be written, a historian of science. Although his anatomical works may be read simply as history, the same cannot be said of his works on public health. All, according to Moreau, 'offrent des sources d'instruction aussi f6condes qu'agreables'14 but perhaps the one that attracts particular attention today is 'Instruction sur la Maniere de Desinfecter une Paroisse'15, published on 28 January 1775 in response to the outbreak of cattle plague. He had failed in trials of inoculation against the disease8'16, an idea attractive to many persons by analogy with smallpox inoculation, and concluded that the only solution was to slaughter all infected animals as well as their healthy contacts. The uncompromising Instruction is clear on every necessary detail of the operation. Slaughter is to be carried out by veterinary students, farriers or surgeons, under the direction of the military, the only body from whom to expect efficiency, impartiality and success. Humane methods of killing, such as he himself tested, are to be used. Farmers (whom he had shown himself to be in favour of compensating fully8) should be heavily penalized for not declaring sick animals; carcasses are to be buried; and stables are to be disinfected according to a set plan. Skins can be disinfected by limewater and may therefore be saved.
